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DK Eyewitness Lisbon (Travel Guide)DK Travel, 2019

	Discover Europe's capital of cool

	

	Whether you want to explore the jumbled streets of Alfama, take in the fantastic views from Castelo de São Jorge, or simply sample the city's iconic custard tarts, your DK Eyewitness travel guide makes sure you experience all that Lisbon has to offer.

	

	As one...
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BusinessObjects: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Improve profitability and operations in your company by leveraging  BusinessObjects with help from this comprehensive guidebook. Divided into three  digestible sections, Business Objects: The Complete Reference will help  you get fully acquainted with this sophisticated tool set, design and build a  user-friendly interface, then reap...
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Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The hottest collection of cool tips and hidden secrets for the  Flash MX 2004 user who needs results fast! In today's economy, time is money.  Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips is all about speed,  showing users how to get more work done in less time. This book is designed to  increase productivity (and...
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The Waite Group's C Primer PlusSams Publishing, 1998
The Waite Group’s C Primer Plus, Third Edition presents the ANSI C standard beginning with a discussion of the fundamentals of C programming and then continues on to illustrate real-world C programming concepts and techniques. The Waite Group’s C Primer Plus, Third Edition, is jam-packed with hundreds of...
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Learning SQL on SQL Server 2005O'Reilly, 2006
Anyone who interacts with today's modern databases needs to know SQL (Structured Query Language), the standard language for generating, manipulating, and retrieving database information. In recent years, the dramatic rise in the popularity of relational databases and multi-user databases has fueled a healthy demand for...
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Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
So you're finally ready to find out what all the fuss is about. Whether you're switching from Windows or upgrading from an older Mac OS, this task-based guide represents the surest way to go from 0 to 60 in no time flat with Apple's much anticipated Mac OS X Tiger--more mature, powerfully enhanced, and with more than 200 new features that will...
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LightWave 3D 8: 1001 Tips & TricksWordware Publishing, 2004
If you’re in the bookstore reading this book, buy it. It will be one of the best investments
you can make. There are years of experience in this book, and it will become
your favorite secret weapon.
William “Proton” Vaughan

What’s the next best thing to having an experienced LightWave artist at your...
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Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgings [EasyRead Edition]Fictionwise, 2001
"Mrs. Lirriper's Lodging" unwaveringly presents Charles Dickens' idealistic approach. It tells the story of an affectionate, humanistic lady Mrs. Emma Lirriper. She has come out of the pit of suffering and distress with new optimistic vision. The story beautifully intertwines the themes of humanism, faith in the final outcome of human...
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Hybrid Intelligent Systems for Pattern Recognition Using Soft Computing: An Evolutionary Approach for Neural Networks and Fuzzy SystemsSpringer, 2005
We describe in this book, new methods for intelligent pattern recognition using soft computing techniques. Soft Computing (SC) consists of several computing paradigms, including fuzzy logic, neural networks, and genetic algorithms, which can be used to produce powerful hybrid intelligent systems for pattern recognition. Hybrid intelligent systems...
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Learning Maya 6 RenderingSybex, 2004
Learning Maya 6: Rendering is your resource for creating dazzling imagery in Maya. Get hands-on experience with the power of the Maya rendering engine and mental ray for Maya as you set lights and cameras to your scenes, apply materials and textures to your models, create shading networks, and much more! Whether you are striving for...
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A Guide to MATLAB Object-Oriented ProgrammingCRC Press, 2007
I am an admitted object-oriented fanatic. I have been designing and implementing object-oriented software for more than twenty years. When I started designing and implementing object-oriented MATLAB®, I encountered many detractors. They would say things like “The object model isn’t complete,” “You can’t have public...
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The Manager's Guide to Competitive IntelligencePraeger Publishers, 2003
In The Managers Guide to Competitive Intelligence, McGonagle and Vella offer comprehensive guidelines for CI managers to achieve their goals. They cover the responsibilities and duties, and give strategic direction for managers trying to find their way in this important, but often overlooked, discipline....Get this book and read every...
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